Call for Posters/Abstracts

Scientific Symposium and Poster Session
November 21, 2014

Location: Auditorium and Atrium of the Albert B. Chandler Hospital, Pavilion A, 1000 S. Limestone, UK Campus.

We are excited to host the 4th Annual Markesbery Symposium on Aging & Dementia on Friday, Nov 21, 2014. You are invited to display a poster for the Symposium. Each poster should describe research conducted by your organization or individual professional staff.

The scientific session starts at 11:00 am with a welcome and speaker presentation. Boxed lunch and judged poster session will be held from 12:15 pm -1:45 pm.

Registration and Deadline

The events are free and open to the public; however, you must register to attend. If you plan to present a poster, you must register and submit an abstract online. Registration to participate in the Abstract and Poster Session ends Nov 12, 2014. Space is limited!

- There is a poster competition for outstanding work by graduate/undergraduate students and postdocs. Students (graduate or undergraduate students) and postdocs (PhD or MD trainees/fellows) who wish to be considered for a poster presentation award must indicate this on the online registration form. The student/postdoc MUST be the presenting (first) author, and must submit the abstract under his/her name.

Awards for outstanding posters will be presented at 4:00 pm.
Abstract Preparation Instructions

- Titles should include authors and affiliations. Submission of an abstract constitutes a commitment to and awareness by the author(s) for the studies described within the abstract.

- Prepare abstracts with section headings as Objectives, Methods/Results, and Conclusions.

- Do not include references in abstracts.

- Include actual data in the form of numerical values, not tables or graphs.

- Include grant support, including grant source and identifying number, at the end of abstract.

- The body of the abstract must not exceed 3000 characters (including spaces). Do not use tables and graphs.

Poster Preparation Instructions

- Poster boards will be provided. Posters should be no more than 36 inches in height, 54 inches in width. Posters should be displayed in the atrium of the new Pavilion A of the Albert B. Chandler Hospital between the hours of 10:00 A.M. and 2:00 P.M.

- Participants will be assigned an abstract/poster number that will indicate location of posters. Set-up time will begin at 10:00 am and must be completed before 11:00 am, November 21. When you enter the Poster Session area, look for your poster number and then place your poster. Push pins will be provided to mount your poster. Posters should be removed before 3:00 pm.

Poster should focus on hypothesis, methods, and results/conclusions. Please include reference to grant support (agency/identification number) for funded research.

If you have any questions, contact Sally Malley shmall2@uky.edu (859-218-2399), Sanders-Brown Center on Aging or visit http://www.uky.edu/coa/ for more information.
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